We have been working to restore the natural flow of Beaverdam Stream once again—a stream bed flowed across by a dam. Removing the dam reconnects one more dam gone, block dam on DSF’s Stax Brook in Sullivan during dam removal project. This past summer, DSF, in collaboration with Maine Department of Environmental Protection (MDEP) and Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, undertook a two-week monitoring project to assess the impact of dam removals on the East Machias watershed. Under the guidance of the Atlantic faculty and students, DSF Executive Director, Dwayne Shaw, at Smelt Brook in Sullivan during dam removal workshop, Joe explained to the Atlantic faculty and students the importance of Atlantic salmon and the role that DSF plays in their conservation. Check into our website (mainesalmonrivers.org) for more information on the success of our hatchery and our contribution to help revolutionize salmon farming.
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